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The Fourth Industrial
Revolution is causing
a large-scale decline
in some roles as they
become redundant
or automated.
According to the 2018 Future of Jobs
Report, 75 million jobs are expected to be
displaced by 2022 in 20 major economies.
At the same time, technological advances
and new ways of working will also create
133 million new roles, driven by large-scale
growth in new products and services that
would allow people to work with machines
and algorithms to meet the demands of
demographic shifts and economic changes.
To meet this dramatic shift in the nature
of work employees will need to rapidly
acquire new skills and experiences. This
presents companies with a unique challenge to revolutionize how they reskill and
upskill their workforce.

Key Questions Addressed
The RBL Institute conducts monthly “mini
forum” calls with a small group of member
companies on current topics of interest to
exchange ideas and share best practices.
Each participant on this call shared the
efforts that are underway to reskill their
workforce to respond to the changing environment. During the call, we asked each

participant two questions to learn how
they are addressing this topic within their
organization:
1. How will the current skillset of your
workforce need to evolve over the next
few years in order for your organization
to be successful in the future? What
shifts or trends are you seeing that
require reskilling and upskilling of your
workforce?
2. How are you going about reskilling
and upskilling your employees? What
has proven to work well? What are you
doing with those employees who are
finding it difficult to make the shift and
master new skills?

Key Insights
• The future of work is as unclear as the
future itself. As a result, talent matters
more than ever because having a highly
capable, committed, agile workforce is
essential to be able to respond to the
rapidly changing external environment.
• The fusion of a number of technologies
such as artificial intelligence, robotics,
the internet of things (IoT), and biotechnology is radically transforming the
entire system of new product development, production, marketing, and distribution. This tsunami of technological
innovation is causing a massive shift in
what skills employees need to have to
succeed in the future.

• In response to changing job require-
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(to include new areas like robotics, artificial intelligence, etc.) and human skills
(such as emotional intelligence, social
awareness, critical thinking, diversity
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and inclusion, etc.). Given the aging
workforce, there is also a critical need
to capture this legacy knowledge and

Reskilling and Upskilling
the Workforce:
Definition and Importance

train other employees before they
retire.
• Technology is increasingly helping organizations reboot their workforce. It is
a resource to identify what skills are
needed, what skills exist in the workforce today, and enable individuals to

In today’s demanding world, a highly capable, productive workforce requires more
than just the basic skills to do the job. It is
a combination of three critical factors (See
Figure 1):

acquire new capabilities faster than

• Competence: the ability to do the work.

ever (through virtual learning, simula-

• Commitment: the willingness to do the
work.

tions, augmented reality, etc.).
• HR must work closely with line leaders
to identify what skills will be demanded
in the future as well as securing
their support to invest the time and
resources needed for reskilling. Line
leaders must champion the evolution of
capabilities required for success.

• Contribution: achieving well-being at
work.
Reskilling the workforce for the future
requires a forward-looking, holistic
approach. It begins by looking at the business strategy and forecasting the new
wave of jobs and their corresponding

Figure 2: Competence: Setting Future Standards
TYPE OF
COMPETENCE

Technical

TODAY: WHAT ARE
YOU GOOD AT?
1

3

What are we good at
technically?

What are our
challenges ahead?

2
Social

CHALLENGES:
STRATEGY CUSTOMER

What are we good at
socially?
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What is our strategy
to respond?
Who are key
customers and what
do they want?

TOMORROW: WHAT
WILL WE NEED?
4
Given our challenges
and strategy, what
must we improve
technically?
5
Given our challenges
and strategy, what
must we improve
socially?

skills. This requires HR to work closely
with senior business leaders and line
managers to determine which skills will
be in demand. This process will have to be
ongoing and flexible, as skills needs will
undoubtedly change over time. The following framework should help in pinpointing
both the technical and social skills that will
be needed in the future (See Figure 2).
This type of analysis will provide the
Learning and Development team with a
critical understanding of which skills the
organization needs to develop and where.
Key Trends Reskilling The Workforce
(Member Company Examples)
Gulfstream is a leader in business aviation, designing, developing, manufacturing,
marketing, and servicing business jet aircraft with approximately 15,000 employees
in the U.S. and some international locations. They do strategic workforce planning
every year, looking out over the next three
to five years. This includes considering
what skills they will need to sunset as well
as which ones to grow. Being agile and
intentional about current and future skills
are critical to the organization’s success.
Other important skills for all employees
include critical problem solving, emotional
intelligence, project management, and customer service. At Gulfstream, their leaders
are responsible for having sound business acumen and to stay current on world
events. This assists with decision making
and driving results.
Technology has been a core focus —
especially over the past 10 years. As new
aircraft enter into service, there is a need
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to learn the new skills and sustain the
legacy skills to keep all aircraft flying safely.
The difference in technology from today’s
newer aircraft is dramatic. One challenge
for Gulfstream is preserving older technical skills as well as developing the more
advanced technology skills. Many technicians are long-tenured employees with
knowledge and skills to build and service
all Gulfstream models. Efforts are underway to ensure cross training and knowledge capture.
Gulfstream has invested heavily in leadership development — for both employees
and leaders over the past 3 years. In 2020,
the focus will continue to be on upskilling
core competencies for individual contributors and level setting manager expectations, with a spotlight on Inclusion (to
include Unconscious Bias training).
Intel, a leader in the semiconductor
industry, offers computing, networking,
data storage, and communication solutions worldwide. Intel has more than
100,000 employees across the world and
is headquartered in Santa Clara, California.
They are a very diverse organization that
is undergoing a significant culture transformation and reskilling is an important
part of the transformation. Intel has identified top skills for individual contributors,
managers and leaders and they are now
working on building a common understanding among employees of what these
skills are, setting up the expectation for
different proficiency levels, and then integrating this into workforce planning. As an
example, Intel is focusing on strengthening
employee proficiency in artificial intelligence, security, and other areas that are
fundamental to digital transformation and
are diligently investing in leadership and
communication skills across the company.
MGM Resorts is an S&P 500® global
entertainment company with national and
international locations featuring best-inclass hotels and casinos, state-of-the-art
meetings and conference spaces, live and
theatrical entertainment experiences, and
an extensive array of restaurant, nightlife
and retail offerings. They intend to ensure
access to opportunities for all employees.
With the increasing shift in the industry to
digital payments and online gaming, MGM
has identified cyber security for enhanced
skill development. They are partnering
with the University of Las Vegas to review
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job descriptions to make sure classes
being offered are aligned with MGM’s critical skill requirements. They want to be
sure educators are teaching the right content based on the relevant skills needed for
the current workforce. A concerted effort
to recruit heroes (people in the military)
is also being made to fill security and incident response needs. Hiring Our Heroes
can connect employers with service members transitioning out of the military seeking career opportunities. This is a great
source to build a pipeline, interview highly
skilled candidates, and secure talent.
Rio Tinto is an Anglo-Australian multinational, and one of the world’s largest
metals and mining corporations. Data and
digitization are a large part of their culture
effort. They are on a journey of becoming
more multi-disciplinary, and this requires
a new set of skills. To win in the marketplace today is like playing a team sport,
which includes understanding other roles
and doing what is best for the customer
and the company. Being agile and lifelong
learners is also essential at Rio Tinto. They
leverage “job corridors” for employees
to move into different roles or professions to help enhance a multi-disciplinary
approach. Leadership at Rio Tinto also
needs to be front and center in driving the
culture. They need to have greater emotional intelligence around customers and
be savvy on the use of data to shift faster
and be more resilient in the face of rapid
change. Digital by default is becoming
embedded in the culture.
Rio Tinto sees the value proposition
evolving to treat employees like customers. The value proposition is different for
various populations so they are seeking to
understand what really drives and motivates people to be more productive. They
are creating unique skill uplifts that align
with the business objectives and well as
the values and aspirations of individuals.
Shaw Communications is a leading
Canadian connectivity company. Their
wireline division consists of consumer and
business services. Consumer serves residential customers with broadband Internet,
Shaw Go Wi-Fi, video and digital phone.
Business provides business customers
with internet, data, wifi, digital phone and
video services. The wireless division provides wireless voice and LTE data services
through an expanding and improving

mobile wireless network infrastructure.
Several years ago, they embarked on a
large-scale business transformation, which
is coming to an end. They had identified
the need to modernize and become digital
by default. This included shifting away
from being a cable company to a connectivity company in response to the evolving needs of their customers. Data was
being used differently, and they needed
to revamp their work processes to change
the customer (and employee) experience.
They identified several antiquated business practices that needed revamping. The
recent Covid-19 pandemic also triggered
the need for change since they were no
longer able to go into customers’ homes.
As a result, their field technicians need
to have new skills to be able to look at
data differently and improve the quality
of service. More avenues to do business
with Shaw also created the need for new
competencies.

Best Practices In Reskilling
The Workforce
Over the last decade, many companies
have reshaped their workforce to reduce
costs by employing large numbers of temporary workers. However, they have found
that this strategy has its own challenges
in low employee engagement and high
turnover. Ideally companies should take
a holistic look on how to best source the
skills they need. There are six options and
“borrowing” talent (outsourcing) is only one
of them (See Figure 3).
As evidenced in our call, organizations
are increasingly turning to investing in
developing their own employees. This
helps with improving retention (people
can see a career staying with the company)
as well as lowering cost in recruiting and
onboarding new talent. Firing (“bouncing”)
existing employees because they don’t
have the necessary skills cannot be the
only answer. As a global society, we cannot
have hordes of unemployed individuals
struggling to support themselves and their
families, struggling to live with dignity. This
approach is not viable from an economic,
social, or humanitarian perspective. Therefore, organizations need to take responsibility for reskilling their employees, and
employees need to be willing to learn new
skills no matter how many years they have
spent in their existing roles.
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Best Practices In Reskilling The Workforce
(Member Company Examples)
Gulfstream has traditionally invested
a great deal to proactively train their workforce. There is a global training facility
outfitted with an on-the-job training center
— instructors travel to all site locations, as
well. For every new model airplane there
is a plan to build the required new skills.
Aircraft stay in service for years, making
it critical to have the skills to manufacture and service each model. Gulfstream
recently implemented SkillBridge in
partnership with the U.S. Department of
Defense. This program promotes military
recruiting and assists in creating a pipeline
of talent. Gulfstream also uses apprenticeships and cross-training among employees.
In addition to technical skills, there is a
focus on soft skills. LinkedIn learning is
available to employees and has been a
highly effective tool because it is just-intime and can be done at one’s desk or onthe-go. The leadership development team
also offers a variety of targeted courses
in core competency focus areas identified
through strategic workforce planning.
Gulfstream is working on a companywide skills model that aligns with the
industry to create congruency between
departments and even business units.
Once implemented, the skills model will
link to career paths, performance reviews,
development planning, talent management, etc. This project is instrumental for
the future of skilled labor and they are
already seeing how it will be used more
broadly in other areas of the enterprise.
Intel is doing a wide range of activities
to develop their workforce. This includes
instructor-led training in the online format,
and bite-sized personalized learning in
the form of articles, videos, and podcasts
available “on the go” through a mobile app.
They are working on creating a learning culture where employees have support from
their manager and work environment to
apply this learning on the job. Importantly,
the expectations for leaders are that they
role model learning agility and focus on
helping their teams learn and grow. Adopting a growth mindset and learning agility is
critical to success in the future at Intel. This
includes changes to performance management where learning is now included along
with results and culture as measured parts
of the employee’s performance.
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Figure 3: Talent Acquisition Practices
There are several approaches to meeting talent needs.

Buy

Attract, recruit, select, and on-board
talented new employees

• Workforce planning: what skills, what
numbers, where
• Employee value proposition
• Competency model
• Recruiting and on-board

Build

Develop employees through work
experiences (50%), training experience
(30%), live experiences (20%)

• On-the-job; e.g., assignment, coach
• Training as a guest
• Outside of work experience

Borrow

Access talent that you do not have to own

• Outsourcing
• Using outside contractors/consultants

Boost

Plan for, prepare, and promote high
performers into positions of increasing
responsibility

• Talent management review
• Succession planning

Bounce

Improve performance or move low
performers out of the organization

• Performance management assessment
and decision process

Bind

Retain high performers through financial
and non-financial rewards

• Financial and non-financial rewards
• Match rewards to individuals
• Flexibility

MGM Resorts is focused on getting better at tapping into the skills they already
have among their current workforce. They
have an internal website to promote
careers for existing employees and HR
can data mine the HRIS system to see
what skills already exist in-house. Many
employees have college degrees in areas
that they are not working in today. For
example, a bartender might have a degree
in IT. MGM has hosted internal job fairs
to expose existing employees to different
departments in the company in the hopes
of transferring talent to other areas, which
builds skills while increasing retention
and advancement. Taskforce assignments
is another way to increase the skillset
for high-potential employees as a way
to stretch them. Employees selected for
taskforce assignments are sent to work in
other locations to learn new skills handson (such as opening a new property). MGM
is very proactive in preparing employees
for new changes to the industry. For
example, as sports betting has become
legal in new markets, MGM created special
training programs to upskill existing workers and fill positions with many internal
applicants. As technology changes occur
with mobile check-in or lobby kiosks, this
always presents an opportunity for existing employees to enhance their skillset.
This means the internal training team must

be ready to provide support via MGM University for continuous development of the
workforce.
MGM has a robust workforce development plan for external candidates. They
are committed to working with community
organizations with a job-training focus and
has outreach opportunity for traditional
four-year colleges as well as community
colleges, apprenticeships, high school
technical programs, military, disability
organizations, and others. Being the largest employer and taxpayer for the state of
Nevada, they are committed to providing
a landscape where growth is the culture of
the organization and reskilling must be a
commitment that is supported by financial
dollars. To support this initiative, MGM has
an educational opportunity program that
pays for 100 percent of education costs at
several Nevada schools (including up to
the master’s degree) for its employees.
Rio Tinto identified four buckets within
their population to target their reskilling.
These segments included: aware, basic,
proficient, and master. For each bucket,
they confirmed what the required capabilities were, the skill sets, and the associated curriculum. Solutions to close the
gaps based on business needs are being
curated. A great deal of work is being done
virtually but they are conscious of risks
associated with automation. For example,
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they have found that over time, very few
people will be left who can fix automated
processes when they break down manually. This requires “old school” knowledge.
To address this, they are tapping into
those who have deep expertise through
buddy systems so as not to lose this
knowledge.
Reskilling the workforce at Shaw Communications is an ongoing process. They
are looking at how to view talent differently beyond the traditional career paths.
They have initiated the use of a digital
platform that leverages artificial intelligence to get greater visibility of skills they
currently have. Employees self-identify
critical skills that are needed in their role.
This helps them determine where people
are at and where they are headed.
They are also about 10 months into
a journey of developing leadership

capability in support of the company
strategy. They identified how they want
the culture to feel and how leaders need
to behave. This included mapping the
technical and leadership skills required.
There is a two-year roadmap with good
adoption seen thus far. Given their previous downsizing and early retirements,
people who remained are those who are
aware of why they need to change and
predisposed to embracing it. Mindset
matters, as well as being sensitive to the
human side of change through constant
communications, making it available dayto-day, etc.

Words of Wisdom
Collectively on this call were many years
of hands-on experience in reskilling and

these insights each person was asked to
share their final “words of wisdom.”
• Be proactive. Don’t wait until you
have a problem. Have an ongoing
effort to see how the world is changing.
Be sure to understand the marketplace
and business strategy.
• Have an insatiable curiosity. Ask
questions over and over. Be caring.
Communicate, collaborate, and have
courage.
• Skills come and go because the
world changes so fast. Revisit skills
on a regular basis.
• Find a way to reward and recognize
people who seek the training. Invest
in your people. It is cheaper to build
versus buy talent. Put numbers (a rate
of return) behind what you are doing.

upskilling the workforce. To leverage
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